FREASHMAN MILITARISTS HAVE BAND PRACTICE

THE old freshman uniforms are gone. With their passing the famous baggy pants, and misfit coats have been relegated to the attic of old clothes. Gone, too, are the mocking, for people are not given to mourning for their old favorites. As in most things, there is an element of truth in this. Never before have the students looked with such favor upon the King of the Walker Memorial Library, at the head of the freshmen pages, as in the days when they were lowered and oversized.

They are not, of course, what some students would call "first-rate" uniforms. With the army outfitted on this new and lavish scale, there is no reason why we can't have singing. (A cue perhaps to the freshmen: get out your "bibles" and learn the Technology Spirit. The Band Its not strictly a military phenomenon, and we can't be ruled out on that ground. The bandmaster, however, might consider adding a couple of songs to the repertoire.

That the students look with great favor upon the King of the Walker Library is not surprising. It is part of the process by which the student is integrated into the university community. The freshmen, for example, are always welcomed with open arms at the annual Freshman Dance. And the freshmen are always the stars of the show. The King of the Walker Library is the leader of the freshmen, and he is always the center of attention. The freshmen look to him for guidance and support, and they look to him for leadership.

So now Technology can boast of a freshman army that would do credit to any institution. To see a freshman walk down Charles River Road at the Page & Shaw lunch hour almost immediately you are aware of the feeling that the b-squared cadet officers had better look to their laurels.
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